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Abstract—DBT (Dynamic Binary Translator) can directly
translate and execute binary programs, enabling a compatible
system by virtualizing one machine (guest) on another (host).
However, the memory virtualization of guest brings in a great
overhead, due to the several steps it takes to translate GVA
(Guest Virtual Address) into HPA (Host Physical Address). For
QEMU, a DBT with efficient memory virtualization mechanism,
more than 60% of the translated code is used to virtualize
memory, thus leading to a low performance of guest. In this
paper, we employ the Co-Design methodology to optimize memory
access performance of guest. This optimization is primarily
focused on two aspects. First, hardware extensions are designed
and implemented to conduct GVA to HPA translation directly.
Second, we modify QEMU to cooperate with hardware to reduce
translated code. By this means, the cost of memory virtualization
is completely eliminated, resulting in a significant enhancement
of the performance of the Loongson binary translation system.
The experimental data implies that the performance of guest has
been dramatically improved by 100 times for peak performance
and 19.12% for average performance over the previous system.

Keywords—Dual-TLB; Virtual Machine; Binary Translation;
Heterogeneous Virtualization; MIPS; QEMU;

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the x86 architecture is dominant in the markets
of both desktop and server. As most software in these two areas
is x86-based, developing a x86-compatible processor has been
a heated point of research in both industry and academia[1–4].
Based on this reality, it’s urgent to make Loongson processor, a
MIPS compatible one, compatible with x86 architecture so as
to run a variety of software. Therefore, its software ecosystem
is expanded.

Binary translation is a main technology to virtualize het-
erogeneous guest on host through translating and executing
binary program directly[5, 6]. With this technology, we can
obtain a compatible system at a low cost. However, due to the
several steps it takes to translate GVA into HPA, the memory
virtualization subsystem suffers a great overhead. As a result,
the performance of guest is not remarkable. For example, by
using QEMU, a DBT which supports multiple architectures[7],
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to virtualize x86 on Loongson processor, more than 60% of
the translated code is used to translate address[8].

In recent years, the Co-Design methodology has been
widely applied to cut down the expense of memory
virtualization[9, 10]. Intel and AMD develop processor sup-
porting EPT (Extended Page Tables)[11] and NPT (Nested
Page Tables)[12] to improve memory virtualization. IBM in-
troduces hardware extensions in Power embedded A2 core
to enhance virtualization performance[13]. Although these
solutions above have a positive impact on performance, they
are focused on homogeneous virtualization. For heterogeneous
virtualization, Transmeta Crusoe[4, 14] and DAISY[15] uses
VLIW instruction sets as their target ISA, gaining a high
performance virtual system. Nevertheless, their solutions of
implementing compatible system are too expensive.

This paper pays close attention to the expense of mem-
ory virtualization of QEMU. By employing the Co-Design
methodology, we optimize the performance of guest mainly
on two aspects. First, hardware extensions are designed and
implemented to improve memory virtualization in Loongson
GS464e core[16], which is integrated in Loongson 3A1500
processor. Second, we modify QEMU to cooperate with the
hardware extensions to reduce translated code. By this means,
the software overhead of guest’s memory virtualization is
completely eliminated, resulting in a significant enhancement
of the performance of the Loongson BTS (Binary Translation
System). The experimental data shows that the performance of
guest has been dramatically improved by 100 times for peak
performance and 19.12% for average performance over the
previous system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, the memory virtualization features of QEMU are discussed
and the drawback of x86’s performance is indicated. Section
III proposes the Co-Design binary translation system which
is equipped with our machine isolation technique. In Section
IV, we evaluate the performance impact of the optimization
on Loongson BTS. Section V concludes.

II. TRADITIONAL MEMORY VIRTUALIZATION
MECHANISM OF QEMU

QEMU supports a variety of architectures: x86, PowerPC,
ARM and SPARC as host; and x86, PowerPC, ARM, SPARC,
Alpha, and MIPS as guest[7]. By virtualizing x86 with QEMU,
Loongson can get its BTS, which is compatible with x86.



For memory virtualization of QEMU, the physical memory
of guest is emulated in its virtual address space, shown in
Figure 1a. Therefore, it takes two steps to convert GVA to HPA
when executing the translated instructions of MARI (Memory
Access Related Instruction) of guest. First, the software walks
guest’s page table to translate GVA into HVA (Host Virtual
Address). Second, host uses TLB (Translation Look-aside
Buffer) to conduct HVA to HPA translation. There are two
results of the latter step: TLB hit, TLB translating HVA into
HPA directly; TLB miss, host searching its page table to
finish address translation. For typical applications, the address
translation conducted by software introduces a huge overhead.

To reduce this expense, QEMU employs an efficient soft-
ware TLB mechanism to translate guest address. The mech-
anism consists of three parts: a data structure to store GVA-
HVA mapping, an algorithm to walk the GVA-HVA mapping
to translate address and a series of functions to handle software
TLB miss. They are discussed as below.

A. The Data Structure of QEMU’s Software TLB
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Fig. 1. The Structure of QEMU’s Software TLB

The data structure of QEMU’s software TLB is a hash
table, which is part of the emulated guest’s hardware state,
shown in Figure 1a. The structure contains 256 entries rep-
resenting privileged state and 256 entries representing non-
privileged state, shown in Figure 1b. These items are used by
memory access operations in corresponding state to convert the
address. A GVA is mapped to a unique entry which consist
of three GVB (Guest Virtual page Base) and an addr_end,
shown in Figure 2a. The three GVB are: GVB_read, address
of read operation; GVB_write, address of write operation;
and GVB_code, address of executable code. Besides, these
GVB also control the permissions of read, write, and execution
of guest’s page: if the TLB entry has a valid GVB_read
(GVB_code) address, the page is readable (executable); if
GVB_write is valid and has the writable flag (the 3th low
bit of it) is 0, the page can be written. The addr_end is the
difference of HVA to GVA, and the three GVB are all mapped
to it, shown in Figure 2c. When the structure is used to convert
the address, the algorithm of the mechanism will extract one of
three GVB according to the kind of memory access. Therefore,
there is no need to conduct a bit manipulation to check
read/write permission. For example, when performing a trans-
lated store operation with the entry shown in Figure 2b, the

second field will be extracted and used directly. Furthermore,
due to the simple mapping of GPA (Guest Physical Address)
to HVA (HV A = Guest PhyBase + GPA), QEMU does
not have to maintain GPA-HVA mapping. These characteristics
reduce the complexity of the software TLB mechanism and
benefit address translation.
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Fig. 2. The Structure of QEMU’s Software TLB Entry

B. The Algorithm of QEMU’s Software TLB

The algorithm of QEMU’s software TLB walks the data
structure to convert GVA to HVA. There are two situations
of the walking: software TLB hit, QEMU getting addr_end
from the software TLB; software TLB miss, QEMU traversing
x86 page table to conduct address translation. The specific
steps of the algorithm are shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. The Flowchart of QEMU’s software TLB Algorithm

As we can see from Figure 3, there are many steps of the
algorithm. When it comes to virtualizing x86 on Loongson,
Practically, QEMU generates ten more MIPS instructions for
each x86 MARI to accomplish the address translation. An
instance of the instruction translation is shown in Figure 4,
executing the algorithm shown in Figure 3. Typically, 30% of
the instructions of a program are memory access related[17].
After translation, 60% of the instructions are used to translate
address[8], leading to a slow guest. So, when compared with
hardware TLB, the mechanism of QEMU’s software TLB



suffers a great overhead. Optimization for memory access in-
structions can significantly improve the performance of guest.

      X86 code

mov 0x0(%esp),%edx

      MIPS code

# t1:GVA

srl a0,t1,0x8

andi a0,a0,0xff0

addu a0,a0,s0

lw at,Entry_Offset(a0)

li t0,ALIGN_MASK

and t0,t0,t1

beq at,t0,hit

nop

miss:
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...
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Fig. 4. An Instance of Instruction Translation of QEMU’s Software TLB
Mechanism

C. The Handler of Software TLB Miss Exception of QEMU

When the software TLB miss exception occurs during the
procedure of address translation, QEMU will call a handler to
walk x86’s page table to convert the address. The handler is
called right after the TLB lookup operation, labeled as miss in
Figure 4. It breaks the execution of guest, leading to a virtual
machine exit. The handler aims at searching x86 page table
to convert GVA to HVA, updating the software TLB with the
GVA-HVA mapping and emulating the x86 instruction which
triggered software TLB miss exception. The details of the
handler are ignored in this paper.

III. THE CO-DESIGN LOONGSON
HETEROGENEOUS MEMORY VIRTUALIZATION

As talked in last section, QEMU has a great overhead
due to the memory virtualization of guest. To eliminate the
cost, this paper employs the Co-Design methodology to pro-
pose an optimization. Similar with QEMU’s software TLB
mechanism, the optimization mainly consists of three parts. 1.
The structure: the machine isolation technique is introduced,
including a specialized TLB and a specialized instruction
which are designed and implemented in Loongson GS464e
core. The specialized TLB directly translates GVA into HPA
while the specialized instruction distinguishes guest’s memory
access from the host’s. 2. The algorithm: with the hardware
extensions introduced, we optimize the instruction translation
rules of QEMU to reform the algorithm of address translation,
reducing the size of translated code significantly. 3. The
handler: while the algorithm of address translation modified,
the virtual machine exit will be triggered by hardware. To
handle the virtual machine exit, a software mechanism is de-
signed, guaranteeing the stability of binary translation system.

Together with these three parts, we isolate address space of
the host and guest. Therefore, in Loongson BTS, the address
of guest can be directly used by the specialized TLB built in
host processor, leading to the execution of guest’s MARI is as
fast as the host’s.

A. The Machine Isolation Technique Built in Loongson
GS464e Core

As described in Subsection II-B, even with a well-designed
software TLB mechanism, QEMU still suffers from a great
overhead when it translates guest’s address. To reduce the cost,
a straightforward idea is using hardware TLB to translate GVA
into HPA directly, shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Simplify Address Translation with Hardware TLB

However, when virtualizing x86 on MIPS, it is impossible
to translate all x86 addresses by using MIPS HTLB (Host
TLB). The reason is that the address space mechanism of MIPS
and x86 are different. For MIPS, the most significant bit of
the address can only be used in privileged state and addresses
in 0x8000_0000 - 0xBFFF_FFFF never use TLB. For an
x86 machine running Linux, the privileged address space of
32-bit address space is 0xC000_0000 - 0xFFFF_FFFF.
Both privileged and non-privileged x86 address is translated by
TLB. To sum up, there are two difficulties: x86 and MIPS have
different privileged configuration of address space and x86
address between 0x8000_0000 - 0xBFFF_FFFF cannot be
translated by MIPS HTLB.

To deal with this problem, we introduce the machine isola-
tion technique. Contrast with the traditional hardware-assisted
memory virtualizations which are focused on virtualizing
guest of the same architecture as host, this machine isolation
technique accelerates both homogeneous and heterogeneous
virtualization. The key idea of machine isolation technique is
isolating address space of different machines by labelling their
MARI. In practice, for virtualizing x86 on MIPS, this paper
proposes MID (Machine IDentifier) to distinguish address of
MIPS (host) and x86 (guest). When deployed on Loongson
GS464e core, the technique includes two aspects: a specialized
TLB with MID built in that it can directly translate address of
a heterogeneous guest; a specialized instruction indicates the
MID of next instruction, distinguishing guest’s memory access
from the host’s.

1) The Specialized TLB Equipped with MID: Since tra-
ditional MIPS HTLB cannot convert x86 address, we tend to
design a GTLB (Guest TLB) to conduct the address translation.
The designing of GTLB should follow two principles: GTLB’s
structure and its management mechanism should be similar to
HTLB’s to minimize the modification to host’s microarchitec-
ture; GTLB must be functionally equal to QEMU’s software
TLB to inherit its features.

Luckily, in 2009, MIPS introduced the MMU configuration
including VTLB (Variable-page-size TLB) and FTLB (Fixed-
page-size TLB). MIPS VTLB entry contains five domains,



shown in Figure 6a. VPN2 (Virtual Page Number) are the
high-order bits of a program address. ASID (Address Space
IDentifier) holds the current address space. PageMask can be
used to create entries that map pages bigger than 4 KB, which
means the mapped page of each VTLB entry may have its own
size. PFN (Physical Frame Number) is the physical page base.
G represents privileged state when it’s set to 1. Flag domain is
composed by three subfields: V indicates whether the mapped
page is valid (mapped to a physical page). D indicates whether
the page is writeable, the write operation on a read-only page
will be trapped. C describes the cache configuration. G and
C bit are both neglected in this paper. Different from VTLB,
FTLB doesn’t have PageMask for each entry, shown in Figure
6b, while it has a global PageMask instead. FTLB’s global
PageMask is used to indicate the page size of all entries in
FTLB, since their page sizes are all equal. [18] and [19]
provide more details on MIPS MMU configuration.
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V D C
PFN

Flags
V D C

PFN
Flags
V D C

PFN
Flags
V D C

(a) MIPS VTLB Entry
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(b) MIPS FTLB Entry

Fig. 6. Entry Structure of VTLB and FTLB

In the dual-TLB configuration, these two TLB have the
same program interface. Index and Random register have been
expanded to support FTLB. When software fills TLB entry
using tlbwr, the entry will be written into FTLB randomly
if the page size indicated by PageMask equals FTLB’s page
size, otherwise, a randomized VTLB entry will be updated. By
configuring these two TLB with different page sizes, VTLB
as 16KB and FTLB as 4KB, we can maintain them separately.
In this way, VTLB and FTLB are taken as HTLB and GTLB,
and we will quote them as above in the rest of this paper.

When MIPS TLB translates address, the input is <
ASID,PageMask, V PN2 >, hardware will select the right
entry automatically. If TLB hits, the output is < PFN >;
otherwise, TLB exception is triggered. The G bit and the Flag
domain are corresponding with TLB matching. For example,
when a store operation is being executed, the translation will
still fail under the situation: there is a TLB entry matches the
input, but its D bit is 0.

In spite of the fact that HTLB stores host address mapping
and GTLB caches guest address mapping, GTLB is not able
to translate x86 address because it follows MIPS address
translation mechanism. To fix this up, we implement a 2-
bit MID (0 - 3) on reserved bits of each TLB entry.[16, 20]
Once matching TLB entries, MID describes the corresponding
machine which the entry belongs to: MID 0 or 1 indicates
the address following MIPS address mechanism, which, 0 is
used by native MIPS software, 1 is used for homogeneous
virtualization[21]. MID 2 or 3 indicates the address belonged
to a heterogeneous guest. It’s attractive that the address trans-
lation mechanism of MID 2 or 3 is flexible and configurable.
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mapped
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Fig. 7. Extended Virtual Address Space of Machine Isolation Technique

Meanwhile, the default MID is 0, so legacy applications can
run on our system without any modification. In this way, an
extended virtual address space < MID,ASID,Address >
is formed. In which, an extended virtual address indicates
an accurate virtual page (via VPN2 and PageMask) of one
process (via ASID) of one machine (via MID), benefiting
both homogeneous and heterogeneous virtualization. Figure 7
exhibits the 32-bit < MID,ASID,Address > address space.

In Loongson BTS, we use MID 0, 2 and 3. MID 0(bound
to HTLB) is used by MIPS kernel and legacy applications by
default. MID 2 works as x86 privilege state while MID 3 as
x86 non-privilege state. They are bound to GTLB. As a result,
address of MIPS is translated by HTLB while x86 address
translation is converted by GTLB. GTLB’s D bit describes the
writable control of one page: 1 is writable while 0 is read-only.
The V domain represents whether the GVA-HPA mapping is
valid. Figure 8 presents an example of how an x86 address is
translated by GTLB. By this means, the GTLB inherits nearly
all features of QEMU’s software TLB so that it can perfectly
conduct GVA to HPA translation.

2) The Specialized Instruction Indicating the MID: After
introducing GTLB equipped with MID, two problems emerge:
for any memory access instruction, the processor is required to
determine which machine it belongs to; for TLB management
operation such as refilling and flushing, the processor has to
decide which TLB should be processed. A prefix instruction
SETMID is implemented to deal with the first problem, and a
register is modified to fix the latter one.

SETMID indicates the MID of next instruction, making the
extended virtual address a complete one. The format of the
prefix instruction is shown in Figure 9a. By using SETMID +
MIPS MARI, we can emulate various types of memory access
instruction. One example of increasing an x86 variable by one
in user state is shown in Figure 9b. [20, 22, 23]

Index, Random register and HTLB bit of Diagnostic regis-
ter are used to maintain HTLB. When modifying a TLB entry
by using tlbwi (tlbwr), Index (Random) is used to select
the desired entry. In this situation, the value of the Index is
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SETMID MID

(a) SETMID instruction format

setmid  0x3

lw      t1, 0x0(t0)

addi    t1, t1, 0x1

setmid  0x3

sw      t1, 0x0(t0)

(b) an instance of SETMID

Fig. 9. The Format of SETMID Instruction

specified by software, while Random’s value is controlled by
the hardware randomizing. With the additional 1024 GTLB
entries, Index and Random are hereby extended from 0-63 to
0-1087, and select HTLB (GTLB) when they are between 0
(64) and 63 (1087). The HTLB bit of Diagnostic is used to
flush the entire HTLB when software attempts to write 1 to it.
GTLB bit is implemented on a reserved bit of Diagnostic to
control the GTLB flushing operation. If it is configured by 1,
the entire GTLB will be flushed. [20, 22, 23]

With the implementation of the SETMID and the GTLB bit
of Diagnostic, the original HTLB management software can be
correctly executed without any modification, and the GTLB
management software can refer to HTLB’s design. Based on
the work above, we can use and manage the dual-TLB of
Loongson GS464e core at a low cost of both hardware and
software.

B. Eliminate the Overhead of QEMU’s Memory Virtualization

The machine isolation technique built in Loongson GS464e
core, described in last Subsection, makes conducting GVA-
HPA translation directly possible. Because the job of QEMU’s
memory virtualization is translating GVA into HVA, the tradi-
tional algorithm of traversing QEMU’s software TLB is no
longer required. The optimized algorithm simply indicates
the MID and GVA of a memory access operation when
translating MARI from x86 to MIPS. For example, a con-
ventional x86 memory access instruction will be translated
it into the instruction pair SETMID + MIPS MARI instead
of original ten more instructions (Figure 4). The instruction
pair uses the x86 virtual address directly, thus eliminating the
overhead of QEMU’s memory virtualization. An instance of

x86 memory access instruction in non-privileged state (MID
3) and its translated instructions are shown in Figure 10.
For comparison, Figure 4 is the instance using the original
mechanism. Obviously, by reforming the QEMU’s software
TLB algorithm, 80% size of translated code is cut down.

                      X86 code

mov      0x0(%esp),%edx

                      MIPS code

# t0: GVA

setmid   0x3

lw       t1,0(t0)

Fig. 10. The Instance of SETMID Instruction

C. The Handler of the Virtual Machine Exit

While the translated code can be greatly reduced by uti-
lizing the machine isolation technique, the trigger of virtual
machine exit changes. As described in Subsection II-C, in
previous Loongson BTS, the virtual machine exit triggered by
software TLB miss is handled by QEMU itself. While for the
Co-Design system equipped with machine isolation technique,
virtual machine exists when the address of SETMID + MIPS
MARI cannot match any GTLB entry.

For traditional MIPS architecture, TLB exception is divided
into three types: TLB miss, TLB invalid and TLB modify.
TLB miss means no entry matching the input address exists in
TLB, and is the most frequently happened one. TLB invalid
occurs when a matched entry exists but its V bit is 0. TLB
modify is trapped if software attempts to write data to a
read-only page. Similar to traditional MIPS TLB exception,
the GTLB of Loongson GS464e core has three exceptions:
GTLB miss, GTLB invalid, GTLB modify. There are certain
difficulties in handling these exceptions. For the reason that
when modifying GTLB, the software should meet at least two
requirements: the mapping of GVA-HPA, which are used to
update GTLB; the authority to update GTLB, which means
the software should run in privileged mode. As we known
that Linux kernel is allowed to update GTLB, but does not
have no HPA. On the contrary, non-privileged program QEMU
does not the permission to modify GTLB. Obviously, handling
the GTLB exceptions requires the cooperation of kernel and
QEMU.

To deal with this problem, we design a software mechanism
which contains three parts: A customized MIPS kernel with
GTLB exception handler, QEMU with signal handler and
GTLB maintainer, and a kernel module KQ used to help
QEMU to modify GTLB. Figure 11 is an example of how the
GTLB miss exception is handled, and the specific operations
are described as below. A pair of translated instructions of
x86 MARI is being executed, whose address cannot match
any GTLB entry, and thus GTLB miss is triggered. The GTLB
miss exception handler is activated by hardware automatically.
It saves the runtime context of virtualized x86, and then injects
the context to QEMU by sending SIGILL signal. QEMU’s
signal handler takes control, and analyzes the context that
kernel passed over. The handler gets the PC (Program Pointer),
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MID, GVA and memory access type of the instruction pair
(SETMID+LW) which causes GTLB miss exception. Then it
calls the relevant function to search x86 page table to get
GPA, converts GPA into HVA, and emulates the memory
access. After that, the maintainer transmits data, including
GVA, HVA, MID and read/write permission, to KQ via the
proc file system. KQ, the GTLB modify helper inserted into
the customized MIPS kernel dynamically, then walks MIPS
page table and fills a GTLB entry as QEMU’s request. Up
to now, the GTLB miss exception processing ends and the
control flow starts to return. The calling path returns step by
step to QEMU’s signal handler. Right on this spot, the PC of
x86 virtual machine is pointed at the instruction right after the
instruction pair, and then returns to MIPS kernel. MIPS kernel
restores the modified runtime context. The emulation of x86
continues.

GTLB modify exception has similar procedure, while
GTLB invalid exception will never occur. The reason is that
GTLB miss exception handler has already emulated the mem-
ory access instruction, which means that each GTLB entry’s
corresponding MIPS physical page has already been allocated.
With the software mechanism presented in last paragraph, the
GTLB exception can be handled perfectly, ensuring the correct
execution of the translated code of guest’s MARI.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance of the Co-Design
Loongson BTS by simulating the system with different con-
figurations on EVE platform. EVE is a speedy hardware
simulation system developed by Synopsys[24], which can help
to verify hardware/software system before taping out.

A. The Configurations of Evaluation

On EVE, for comparison, we run benchmark with two
configurations of Loongson BTS: Origin and Optimize. The
hardware of both configurations is Loongson 3A1500 pro-
cessor with four GS464e cores built in. GS464e core is
upgraded from GS464 core[25] which is also developed by
Loongson Technology. The upgrade is mainly focused on five
aspects: improving the performance of memory access and

the accuracy of branch prediction, enlarging the number of
items in the queue, increasing the capacity of Cache and TLB,
implementing the MIPS DSP instruction set, and embedding
hardware support for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
virtualization[16]. While these four cores of Loongson 3A1500
processor are labelled as 0-3, we only boot core 0, ignoring the
multiple cores issues. For software, the Origin configuration is
running original QEMU on conventional MIPS Linux kernel,
where the hardware extensions are not enabled. On the other
side, the Optimize configuration is executing optimized QEMU
on the customized MIPS Linux kernel. This is the system we
proposed in Section III which utilizes the hardware extensions.
In the end, the hit rate of GTLB is evaluated.

For each evaluating configuration, there are four steps:
boot MIPS Linux kernel 2.6 on EVE simulation platform, run
QEMU on MIPS Linux kernel, emulate x86 Linux kernel 2.6
with QEMU and run x86 memcpy (memory copy) on x86
Linux to get test results. Since the optimization is transparent
to guest, x86 Linux kernel and x86 applications can run
without any modification. By running memcpy we evaluate
the peak performance, while by booting x86 Linux kernel we
evaluate the average performance.

B. Evaluating Peak Performance with Memcpy

We implement a benchmark using the memcpy function of
C library to copy a certain size of contiguous memory, thus
assessing the result of the optimization for memory intensive
program. The working size of each test varies from 100KB to
400MB, running for different times, shown in Figure 12. For
example, 256KB*100 represents the test of copying a 256KB
array for 100 times, whose working size is 25MB.
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Fig. 12. Throughput of Memory Copy of Different Size

Obviously, the optimization results are outstanding in a
variety of sizes and show the trend that the more intensive
memory access leads to faster applications. Figure 12 indicates
that the peak throughput of Optimize is 302.37 MBps while
the Origin is only 3.30 MBps at the same size. The evidence
points out that the performance of intensive memory access
operations has been incredibly improved by 100 times.

On the other side, the results of Origin are not stable
when working size is small (e.g. 1KB*100, 16KB*100,
256KB*100) due to the random error of our test platform.
Luckily, as the working size increasing, the error is decreasing.



C. Evaluating Average Performance by Booting x86 Linux
Kernel

Since Linux is widely used in industry and easy to cus-
tomize to support new hardware features, we evaluate opti-
mization on practical workload by booting x86 Linux kernel
on it.
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Fig. 13. Time Used to Boot x86 Linux kernel

We evaluate the time it takes to boot x86 Linux kernel 2.6
by different configurations. As the results shown in Figure 13,
Optimize boots 19.12% faster than Origin. The booting has
been divided into several steps, the incremental performance
of each step is shown in Figure 14. It’s obvious that the
performance of I/O intensive steps (e.g. detect DVD drive,
mouse and file system) has not been remarkably improved. The
reason for this is that despite MMIO (Memory Mapped I/O)
operations are translated as MARI, but the GTLB maintainer
(described in Subsection III-C) will never update GTLB for
these operations, which means each MMIO operation will be
trapped. What’s more, I/O devices are totally emulated by
QEMU, thus leading to a drawback of performance.
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D. Evaluating GTLB Hit Rate

When booting x86 Linux kernel with Optimize configu-
ration, we monitor the behavior of GTLB. The GTLB hit
rate of each step of booting procedure is shown in Figure
15. Obviously, GTLB has a high hit rate, and the average is
99.86%, illustrating that the Co-Design system is effective and
efficient. This is partly because the GTLB has been filled when
a mapped x86 physical page is allocated.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of
machine isolation technique to improve memory virtualization.
The technique, including a specialized TLB and instruction, is
built in Loongson GS464e core, on which the next generation
of Loongson BTS is based. This optimization completely
eliminates the overhead of memory virtualization of QEMU.
With this technique, the average performance of x86 emulated
on Loongson 3A1500 has been improved by 19.12%. And,
for memory-intensive applications, the system is dramatically
100 times faster than before. The flexible and configurable
solution proposed in this paper is universally applicable for
heterogeneous virtualization.

The experimental results of Subsection IV-D shows the fact
that after eliminating the expense of memory virtualization,
the I/O virtualization turns into bottleneck. In the future, Co-
Design solutions focusing on improving I/O virtualization (e.g.
graphics, storage) will constantly spring up.
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